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In this poster, we present the results of our extensive measurement study of Napster and
Gnutella along with some preliminary analysis. We also wish to request suggestions on the ways
in whi h the data we gathered ould be used.
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Motivation

After the enormous su ess of Napster, there has been a lot of re ent resear h a tivity into peer-topeer le sharing systems. Apart from Gnutella, some example systems in lude Freenet [2℄, Chord
[6℄, Publius [7℄, Tapestry [8℄, CAN, [4℄ and PAST [3℄. These le sharing systems di er signi antly
in the way the resour es of the system (i.e., les being shared) are named and lo ated. An evaluation
of the e e tiveness of these systems requires the knowledge of the fundamental hara teristi s of
the peers of these systems, su h as their bottlene k bandwidth, laten y, and availability. However,
barring a few studies [1, 5℄ whi h apture ertain spe i
hara teristi s of these systems, there
are no extensive measurement studies that attempt to fundamentally hara terize the peers. This
knowledge ould help them evaluate the feasibility of the deployment of their theoreti al models in
the Internet. Hen e, through our study we seek to pre isely hara terize the population of peers
that parti ipate in these networks with respe t to bottlene k link bandwidths between these peers
and the Internet at large, the frequen y with whi h these peers onne t and dis onne t from the
system and how many les peers share, upload, and download.

2

Results of our Measurements

We plot graphs showing some of the data we gathered in the poster a ompanying this draft. We
outline some of our broad on lusions here. (1) The parti ipants in these networks are very heterogeneous with respe t to every aspe t of their hara terization. Hen e, we on lude that attempts
by these proposed peer-to-peer proto ols [8, 3, 6, 4℄ to distribute fun tionality su h as routing and
le lo ation uniformly among these heterogeneous peers are unlikely to su eed. (2) We noti ed
that a onsiderable per entage (around 25%) of Napster peers are either unaware of their link
bandwidths or deliberately mis-report it to dis ourage other peers from hoosing to download les
from them. Hen e, we believe that any peer-to-peer system should either have built in me hanisms
to measure and verify the hara teristi s of the peers (for example, the infrastru ture ould dire tly
measure bottlene k link bandwidths with high a ura y) or provide proper in entives to the peer
1

for reporting a urate information (e.g., prioritizing the query evaluations by the bandwidths of the
issuing peers). (3) Previous studies [6℄ on rm that vertex onne tivity in overlays su h as Gnutella
tend to obey power law distributions and are very resilient to random failures of the nodes in the
Network. In fa t, the study laims that the Gnutella overlay fragments only when about 70% of
the nodes break down. However, we found that an or hestrated atta k (su h as a DOS atta k)
against the top 4% of high degree nodes is enough to shatter the overlay into hundreds of disjoint
fragments.

3

Future Work

We are yet to analyse our tra es of mappings of le titles to sizes and lo ations for Napster peers,
whi h ould yield valuable information to evaluate the di erent indexing strategies proposed to
sear h for les. We also plan to use the our data and analysis to evaluate the di erent distributed
index s hemes proposed in [8, 3, 6, 4℄.
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